
 

 

                           Folder for summative Assessment 2 ( March 2023)  

                                                           Class: 5th 

Subject: English.      (Do all the questions yourself) 

.sentences and its types. ( Define all its types with examples) 

.Nouns.( Define all its types with examples) 

.verbs ( Define all its types with examples). 

Tenses.( Define all its types with examples) 

.Formal and informal letters. 

.self introduction. 

.write and listen different day to day words with correct pronunciation in british 

accent. 

.One page daily on fourline  notebook. 

.Read the below given lessons carefully: 

The friendship ( l.no 2 ) 

The balloon seller .( l.no 5 ) 

Our wonderful brain. 

Uncle ken at the wicket ( l.no 10) 

Note: You will get the questions from above topics in your final Assessments. 

.Questions will be comprehensive based on understanding of topic. 

 



Subject : EVS.    (Do all the questions yourself) 

Q.what is science ? write its 3 branches and explain them briefly. 

Q. what is forest. 

Q.write a paragraph on the importance of forest. 

Q.what is digestive system? How teeth helps in digestion of food. 

Q.Draw a sketch of digestive system on your N/B and label the organs. 

Q.Name some reproductive parts of the plants and explain the function of (any 

one.) 

Q.what is balanced diet. 

Q.what are the different sources of water. 

Q.write a paragraph on importance of water. 

Q.what is the best way of storing food. 

Q. Name different  monuments architect of India. 

Q.write a note on natural disaster e.g earth quake, flood . 

Q.what is photosynthesis . 

Q.How do plants make their food. 

Q.write 7 sentences on importance of sports. 

Q.How sports keep our body fit. 

Q.what are celestial bodies. 

Q.what is solar system. 

Q.Name the neighbouring  countries of India. 

Q.How many states and union territory does india have . 

Q.what is chemical reaction . 

Q.what is work. 

Q.what is motion and rest. 



Q.what are planets? Name them. 

Q.what is satellite. 

Q.Difference b/w natural and artificial satellite. 

Q.what is the population of india and also write population of j and k according to 

precious census. 

Q.what is evaporation . 

Q.what is condensation. 

Q.How you observe changes into water and when water changes into gas. 

 

Subject: Mathematics.     (Do all the questions yourself) 

Topic: Decimals 

.Definition of decimals. 

. Expended form ( Do exercise yourself  at least 5 parts) 

.like and unlike decimals (Do exercise yourself at least 5 parts in each) 

.Place value chart . 

.Addition of decimals( ( Do exercise yourself at least 5 parts) 

.Subtraction of decimals ( Do exercise yourself at least 5 parts) 

.Equivalent decimals.( Do exercise yourself) 

.Division of decimals.( Do exercise yourself) 

Topic: Angles 

.Definition of angles I. Angles ii. Point iii. Line iv. Ray v. Parallel and draw them 

.Draw the following angles with the help of a protractor. 

a 30° b.50° c.10° d.75° e.140°  f.120° 

Topic: fractions 

.Definitions of fraction, types of fraction. 



.Addition  of fractions ( Do exercise yourself at least 5 parts) 

.Subtraction of fractions (Do exercise yourself at least 5 parts) 

.Multiplication of fractions ( Do exercise yourself at least 5 parts ) 

.Equivalent fractions. ( Do exercise yourself at least 5 parts) 

.Ordering and comparing like fractions. 

.changing mixed numbers to improper fractions. ( Do exercise yourself at least  5 

parts) 

 

Activities: 

 .Draw a chart of decimals using buttons. 

.Draw a chart of different angles using pen reffiles. 

 

General knowledge: 

Q1. Which is the coldest location in the earth? 

Answer: East Antarctica 

Q2. Which is the highest peak in India? 

Answer: Mount Everest. 

Q3. The second highest peak in India? 

Answer: Mount K2. 

Q4. Which is the continent with the most number of countries? 

Answer: Africa 

Q5. Which is the country with the most people? 

Answer: China 

Q6. Which is the fastest animal on land? 

Answer: Cheetah 



Q7. Which is the first biosphere reserve in India? 

Answer: Nilgiri Biopshere Reserve. 

Q8. Which is the first element on the periodic table of elements? 

Answer: Hydrogen. 

Q9. Which is the largest state of India? 

Answer: Rajasthan. 

Q10. Which is the hardest substance available on earth? 

Answer: Diamond. 

Q11. The national river of India? 

Answer: Ganga. 

Q12. Which is the hottest continent on Earth? 

Answer: Africa 

Q13. Which is the national fruit of India? 

Answer: Mango. 

Q14. Which is the national flower of India? 

Answer: Lotus. 

Q15. Which is the instrument used to measure blood pressure? 

Answer: Sphygmomanometer 

Q16. Which is the largest ‘Democracy’ country in the world? 

Answer: India 

Q17. Which animal is known as the ‘Ship of the Desert”? 

Answer: Camel 

Q18. Which is the largest animal in the world? 

Answer: Blue whale 



Q19. Which is the largest bone in the human body? 

Answer: Femur, Also Known As The Thighbone 

Q20. Which animal is known as the king of the jungle? 

Ans:lion 

 

 

 

 

 

Islamiyat 

1.Which sahaba did Prophet Muhammad (صلى الله عليه وسلم) help to become free from being a 

slave by planting 300+ date palm trees? 

Ans:Salman al Farisi (ra) 

2) What is the virtue of reciting Ayatul Kursi before going to bed at night to sleep? 

Ans:You are protected from harm till sunrise 

3) Which Prophet (as) had control of the Jinn and was able to talk to animals? 

Ans: Sulaiman (as)  

4) What does Zam Zam mean? 

Ans:Stop  

5) What 2 things does a person lose if he/she misses Asr salah intentionally? 

Ans:Family and property 

6) What is Az-Zaqqum? 

Ans:Food for the people of hellfire  

7) What is Sidrat al-Muntaha? 

Ans:A lote tree of the farthest boundary  



8) What was the relation between Prophet Musa (alayhi as-salaam) & Prophet 

Haroon (alayhi as-salaam)? 

Ans:Brother 

9) Which 2 surahs are for seeking protection in Allah from evil-eye & witchcraft? 

Ans:Surah Falaq and surah naas 

10) Which of the following is not an example of Major shrik? 

Ans:Showing off 

11) What does Allah’s name Al-Mu’izz mean? 

Ans:The One who honours  

12) Whose dua Allah will not accept?  

Ans:A person who asks Allah with no focus  

13) Who was a first cousin of Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him)? 

Ans:Abdullah ibn al-Abbas (ra)  

14) Who will get their book of deeds in the right hand on the Day of Judgment? 

Ans:The believers  

15) What issue was Imam al-Bukhari (rh)  born with and how as it fixed? 

Ans:Blind & fixed with mother’s dua  

16) Who was Umar bin Abdul Aziz (r)?  

Ans:A caliph of Islamic empire 

17) In Jannah, what is Tuba? 

Ans:A tree  

18) What does Allah’s name Al-Ghani mean? 

Ans:The independant 

19) Which Surah was favoured over the rest of the Quran with two prostrations? 

Ans:Surah Hajj  



20) Which is not one of the rights of a Muslim upon another Muslim? 

Ans:If one asks for money, you give. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject: urdu 

    .(Parts of speech)    خلاصہ کیجیئےاجئرائے کلام. 

Teacher will send the    (.  ۲۰متضاد / الفاظ   )  

Solved answer   

Teacher will send the      (.۲۰مترادف/الفاظ  )   

 Solved answer  

                                      زمانہ ماضی / زمانہ حال.  

heTeacher will send tمحاورات / معنی / جملے .   

Solved answer   

   .                  ایکسکرشن جانے کے لئے درخواست

  theTeacher will send..         (۲۰لفظ/ ضد. ) 

Solved answer    

                              مضمون : انٹرنیٹ کے فائدے.  



 

 


